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The aluminum frame of the chair shines bright while the colored back and seating give it 
that typical muller van severen aesthetic.

The alu chair was originally designed as an outdoor chair for Anne Holtrop’s Bahrain 
pavillion for the World Expo 2015 in Milan. Since it is made of aluminum, the chair is quite 
light and suited for both indoor and outdoor use, thanks to the treatment with beeswax 
and an uv protective lacquer. The aluminum frame of the chair shines bright while the 
colored back and seating give it that typical Muller Van Severen aesthetic. “Choosing 
the colors was hard for this chair.” Fien says. “For the back and seating of the other chair 
we designed, we applied polyethylene, a material that is produced in a limited number of 
colors. These chairs are painted in a powder coating, meaning we could choose any color 
we wanted.” In the end Muller Van Severen chose sixteen color combinations, which is a 
larger number than they usually work with. “This multiplicity of colors makes it look extra 
fun.” Hannes explains. “You can actually create a landscape of colors.” “The colors of the 
chair really determine the atmosphere of the space.” Fien adds. “You can create a very 
playful or a rather serious environment.”

Material:  aluminium
Dimensions: 80 x 38 x 53 cm

Finishes/colours: Yellow, Ivory, white, burgundy, pink, green, curry, red, candy blue, hammerpaint 
green, hammerpaint blue, dark blue, candy green, candy purple.

Please see next page for colour combinations available.
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For the round table s, muller van severen designed a sober and basic object that excels in 
details and finishing. suited for both indoor and outdoor use.

“Two circles and a tube: that’s all there is to it.” For the round table S, Muller Van Severen 
designed a basic object that excels in details and finishing. There are no visible traces of 
welding and the table top consists of solid aluminum, adding a robustness to this piece of 
furniture. In contrast to the minimalist form, the table top is lacquered with a hammered 
coating. “That is an old technique used for mainly industrial tools and machines.” Fien 
explains. “It covers the imperfections. We’re actually quite old fashioned.” (laughs) “No 
really, we often try to implement traditional techniques in our new design.” The hammerpaint 
coating gives the table top a rusty texture. To further balance the aesthetic, Muller Van 
Severen decided to offer this table in just three versions; manually grinded aluminum 
protected with beeswax or two muted colors, hammerpaint blue and hammerpaint green. 
All suited for both indoor and outdoor use. Too serious? Not at all. The vibrance and the 
playfulness of the surrounding alu chairs evens it out.

Material:  aluminium
Dimensions: 74 x 66 cm

ALU TABLE  / by Muller Van Severen

Finishes/colours:  Aluminium, hammerpaint green, hammerpaint blue.


